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Where is the Biden Executive Order
mandating the vaccine? Does it exist? by Jon

Rappoport

by Jon Rappoport

October 5, 2021

(To join our email list, click here.)

I’m talking about the Executive Order (EO) commanding all US companies
with more than 100 employees to mandate the COVID vaccine for those
employees.

I can’t find the EO. I don’t see it in the Federal Register, where it’s
supposed to be published. (Note: the following two Biden EOs only cover
Federal employees and Federal contractors.)

If it hasn’t been published, then there is no mandate.

If there is no mandate yet, then obviously, none of the companies are under
any obligation to enforce it.

OSHA is apparently the federal agency responsible for framing a set of
regulations for the mandate, including fines. But federal agencies only
construct regulations after a law has been passed or an EO is issued.

If I’m correct, and no EO has been published, we have an odd situation, to
say the least.

Governors and lawyers have been threatening to sue, because the EO is
unconstitutional and overrides state powers. But if there is no Presidential
EO, then all these legal cases would be meaningless, because, again, there is
no official mandate.

Is the White House stalling? Do they realize the EO and the mandate will
be overturned in court? Are they hoping to achieve corporate compliance
without an official mandate?

I’ve queried several lawyers. One suggested that so far, in this situation, the
feds are mandating by bluffing.

That indeed would be extraordinary.

Maybe the EO is forthcoming as we speak. Possibly (though I can’t imagine
it), it’s been published somewhere other than the Federal Register. But
until it’s visible and official, there is no private-sector mandate.

Unless speeches and press releases and media coverage suddenly, all by
themselves, have the force of law.

(To read about Jon’s mega-collection, The Matrix Revealed, click here.)

Jon Rappoport

The author of three explosive collections, THE MATRIX REVEALED, EXIT
FROM THE MATRIX, and POWER OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon was a
candidate for a US Congressional seat in the 29th District of California. He
maintains a consulting practice for private clients, the purpose of which is the
expansion of personal creative power. Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, he has
worked as an investigative reporter for 30 years, writing articles on politics,
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ReluctantWarrior says:

In my limited understanding (even after 45 years in Washington) I do not believe that
an EO carries the weight law. It is a mandate without teeth and it can be generally
ignored by state and local governments. So If the Chief Executive orders it who is going
to enforce it. What mechanism of government is going to implement it. My fear is that
rogue government agencies like the FBI could simply ignore the fact that the EO has no
force of law and attempt to enforce it. If an executive branch agency should attempt to
comply on its own then the separate power of the legislative branch or the judicial
branch could intervene, in theory, to cut off implementation. Would the peoples branch,
the congress, simply stand back and allow this to happen? What do you think? The
courts would need to weigh in as well thus the many law suits being filed.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 11:07 am

Susie says:

My guess is that congress will ignore and not fight this for the People And the
judicial branch has a track record of avoiding conflict by letting the government
fabricate all sorts of unconstitutional rules and laws over the last 100 years.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:01 pm

copperheadcitysaloon says:

100 years and beyond.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 12:12 am

Renae says:

Yet the SCOTUS stepped in to rule that the CDC overstepped its bounds,
in trying to extend the requirement that tenants could not be evicted
because of COVID-19. Beijing Biden even recognized the fact that he was
unable to extend the deadline–but allowed Walensky to do it, just the
same.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 9:45 am

Haniel Adhar says:

^^^this

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:47 pm

Mika says:

I believe you’re correct Jon. It’s the same deception with the “FDA authorization” of the
clot shot. As you’re most likely aware, only the “Conmernity” flavor was authorized in
2023, which of course, does not yet exist.

This is just the next level of deception to help wake the sleepers methinks.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 11:08 am

AM says:

What is this? https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-
actions/2021/09/09/executive-order-on-requiring-coronavirus-disease-2019-
vaccination-for-federal-employees/

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 11:09 am

AM says:

I see this is only federal workers. Will be anxious to see if you ever find the
additional info.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 11:11 am

Orpheus Owl says:

I think all executive orders only apply to federal employees, so that might
be it. They want people to naively assume that executive orders include
everyone and just comply.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 2:49 pm

Gray Mouser says:

An Executive Order and Executive Action applies to the
EXECUTIVE BRANCH of government…only.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 10:01 pm

face says:

I don’t know how much this matters but there’s no signature on the document.
Just an FYI

Reply

October 7, 2021 at 2:07 pm

Patrick J Pedley says:

Alex Berenson directed me to this site….glad he did…….

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 11:34 am

Haniel Adhar says:

Alex is great

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:47 pm

Myles says:

Absolutely no one has completely annihilated the covid hoax as well as Mr
Rappoport.

I lost count, but I can safely assume there have been well over 250 articles
destroying the narrative – both inside the official paradigm, and outside, where
Truth and Sceince reside.

Absolutely life changing to have encountered Jon, albeit virtually

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 5:59 pm

Tom D’Andrea says:

Biden has instructed OSHA to issue a “Emergency Temporary Standard.”

https://www.littler.com/publication-press/publication/president-bidens-covid-19-
action-plan-what-employers-want-know

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 11:40 am

John says:

This is it. A 6 month order from OSHA. It’s already written and ready for roll
out. This is what State Attorney Generals are preparing to fight, not an EO.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 8:02 pm

michael burns says:

OH MY GAWD

EO?

EeeOh?

Eee-eye-eee-eye…oh?

We done need no stinking EO’s.

We’re the givernment, we don need nothin man.
We tell you the truth man…so listen!
Getting vaccinated? The ‘most important’ step in hurricane preparedness.
You people and your EeeOh’s
“Well folks, two little things like — we had hurricanes and floods, and we had little
things like, we, hahaha — anyway, a lot was going on, […]”
Besides, “No ordinary American cares about their Constitutional Rights.”
“When you’re appealing to people’s fears and anxieties. You can make some gains.”

EO?
Hah, “I think the only reason Clarence Thomas is on the court is because he is black.”
EeeeOH… I’m a catholic and, “The next person that tells me I’m not religious, I’m going
to shove my rosary beads up their ass.”
“You cannot go to a 7-eleven or a Dunkin Donuts unless you have a slight Indian
accent.” Now, “I worked at an all-black swimming pool in the east side of Wilmington, I
was involved in what the Negroes, I mean, blacks we’re thinking, what they were
feeling.”

And…
“Thus, in setting an American agenda for a New World Order, we must begin with a
profound alteration in traditional thought.”
So… “Every single morning since I’ve been 27 years old, I’ve got up and someone’s
handed me a card like the one I have in my pocket with the schedule on it, of all the
things I’m gonna do. I don’t know what to do if I didn’t have that card.”

And Eee oh is not on it!

“It’s easy being vice-president – you don’t have to do anything.”
“There’s never been a day in the last four years I’ve been proud to be his Vice-President.
Not a single day.”

***whisper whisper..”Sir, you’re the President of the United States now. It’s 2021!” ***

Hahah that’s right…
“I get a of credit I don’t deserve.”, and another think, “Guess what, the cheerleaders in
college are the best athletes in college. You think, I’m joking, they’re almost all
gymnasts, the stuff they do on hard wood, it blows my mind.”

And another thing…
“AL GORE invented the Internet.”

And one last thing, “Folks, I can tell you I’ve known eight presidents, three of them
intimately.”

Friggin Eee ohs… good god almighty and Jesus Christ riding a purple my little pony…
are you mental!

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 11:51 am

Sean says:

Extraordinary and possibly highly effective.

Afterall, dont we go along with masks, lockdowns, covid paychecks, snitching,
obeidence to governors,ect, ect ect ect.

Completely suckered by guidelines.

I suppose if I was a loser like Trump and Biden with their vaccine mandates and I could
not force the rest of the population to their certain fate, then sure, I’m a loser, put me on
the podium and let me have a shot at saying it is am EO. Because we have ample
evidence the brave Americans will stick this crap into theirselves and their families, just
because of a guideline and the power of the tv/radio hammering its lies 24/7. Worth a
try. We will get a few more. Maybe cause more separation of families, you know the
usual crap we love to get away with over and over. Business is great and we have billions
more coming our way! Get your shot. It my EO. Cant sue me because it doesnt exist.

But in the meantime….

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 11:58 am

Julie says:

The order is on the site that your provided (in the Federal Registry):
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/09/14/2021-19924/ensuring-
adequate-covid-safety-protocols-for-federal-contractors

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 12:04 pm

CA says:

That’s only for fed workers…

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 1:28 pm

Orpheus Owl says:

CA: Yes, that’s because all executive orders only apply to federal workers.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 2:51 pm

Renae says:

This, literally, does not even have the word “vaccine” in it. This could mean
installing UV lights, or something. It is entirely (maybe intentionally?) vague.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 9:57 am

Goldie says:

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/09/14/2021-
19927/requiring-coronavirus-disease-2019-vaccination-for-federal-
employees

Reply

October 7, 2021 at 11:21 am

ACE says:

I thought he was pushing this through via OSHA as a risk mitigation policy. Have you
looked in that direction? I’m trying to find info on it.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 12:04 pm

Rico Debiase says:

https://www.globalresearch.ca/con-white-house-no-idea-when-even-osha-provide-
rules-support-legally-enforceable-worker-vaccine-mandate/5757136

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 12:18 pm

Joopy says:

This one too: https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/10/05/business/it-puts-
employers-difficult-position-businesses-are-stuck-waiting-federal-vaccine-
mandate-rules/

It basically says that OSHA was completely caught off guard and is scrambling
to draw up plans that has no specifics or timeline yet, while at least 20 AGs are
just waiting by to sue the pants off them if and when it’s ever actually issued,
and businesses are largely holding out mandating for their employees until they
know what exactly the guidance is and if it’s even legal or enforceable. A total
shitshow.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:46 pm

Ty says:

perfectly stated!

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 12:14 pm

Tim says:

They’ve been ruling by bluff for a very long time. Even it does look like an actual “law”…
it’s bullshit. They haven’t been legitimate, meaning; restrained and restricted by the
Laws that govern the government, probably since before the civil war.
They’ve been in the process of inversion(subversion). Probably since day of the
Republic….people don’t even know what that means….all they’ve been spoonfed is the
“democracy” mantra at least the last 100 years–…gag…puke..!!
Just like all this “judeo-christion” or “christian-zionism” crap. Oxymorons. Old
testament fools. Who wrote the bible? The Roman government. Why? Damage control.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 12:22 pm

Rico Debiase says:

Can mandates of a WITCH HUNT arrive simply by hysteria over a WITCH Hunt, rather
than an actual Witch Hunt order? Yes. & therefore, can scores of millions of people be
persecuted & purged from places of employment & society over a “nothing burger”?
Again YES

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 12:23 pm

Dave Johnson says:

OSHA doesn’t need an executive order. They were directed to act by the POTUS. They
will publish the temporary emergency standard in the Federal Register. They did the
same thing with the currently enforced Healthcare Covid Temporary Standard without
an EO. https://www.regulations.gov/document/OSHA-2020-0004-1118

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 12:28 pm

MICHAEL says:

I work at a hospital that is not mandating yet. They said it could take months for Osha
to come up with a rule but that waiting for it to come out is not an option. So they said
that the unvaccinated would have to be tested weekly but it is a test that you take home
and then report what the results were. They also said when the time comes that they
would accept exemptions. If not, then I am prepared to quit even tho I have a family to
support and my wife does not work. Better to be struggling than to be dead.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 12:50 pm

Sean says:

Better to be struggling than to be dead. There it is!

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 2:43 pm

cece says:

I work for a large aircraft parts supplier here in the MW [midwest]. Cessna has
already started their strongarming of people and it looks like we are next. We
are holding a rally Thursday, but, right now, it’s not looking good for personal
autonomy. Prayers everyone. Stay strong and patriot on.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 8:29 am

Michael Burns says:

Dead?

Okay listen here Bucko… “I may be Irish but I’m not stupid”.

“For too long in this society. We have celebrated unrestrained individualism
over common community.”

“President Clinton bankrupted Chrysler so that Italians could buy it to ship jobs
overseas to China.”

And I want to make one thing perfectly clear Michael, “I did not grope the wife
of the Defense Secretary Aston Carter or the daughter of Sen. Christopher
Coons. I don’t put drugs in drinks or give drinks to underage females. And all
those photos about me inappropriately touching girls, they are blown-up.”

So…

“I agree with Donna Brazile who said about Benghazi: “We got to preven dis
from hapinin agen.”

And this brings to mind some things I think a lot about Michael?

“Well, you know, my shotgun will do better for you than your AR-15, because
you want to keep someone away from your house, just fire the shotgun through
the door.”

And finally, Michael… “I do not believe that we have a right to tell other people,
women, that they can’t control their bodies.”

And lastly Michael.
I’ll bet there’s some Irish in you. Am I right?

Michael!… “What’s four years in our long American history? Remember when I
asked that wheelchair-bound politician to “stand up”. It turns me off when
people say Donald trump is authentic. Just because he says “Mexican rapists.”
What about me? I am the real deal.”

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 10:16 am

Drew458 says:

It’s better than that. Only an approved vaccine can be mandated. The only approved
vaccine is called Comirnaty, and it’s from Pfizer/BioNTech. This is legally NOT the
vaccine that Pfizer has been handing out. Thing is, actual Comirnaty does not yet exist
in the USA.

So companies are following an EO that doesn’t apply to them, and both government and
private companies are demanding that employees get a vaccine that doesn’t exist.

So we have layers and layers of BS, yet people are being “resigned” over this left and
right … then denied unemployment compensation because they “quit” their jobs.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 12:54 pm

Renae says:

Exactly.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 10:14 am

Laffingdukk says:

Those are exactly my thoughts…ppl are fighting the mandates of a shot that is
not even available! WTF? It’s analogous to the pcr diagnosing someone positive
for presence SarsCov2 that has never been isolated. Crazy

Reply

October 8, 2021 at 9:16 am

Mb in Mi says:

I can pass along this info from my union president:

“OSHA is working on an emergency temporary standard (ETS) mandating that private
sector employers with 100 or more workers require full vaccination or weekly testing.”

“It may take OSHA several weeks or months to complete this ETS”

Sounds like osha is doing the mandating on businesses with a “general buisness” ETS,
similarly to the healthcare version.

https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus

Expect, as Jon mentioned, there’s no EO for the “general businesses” like there is for
healthcare.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-
actions/2021/01/21/executive-order-protecting-worker-health-and-safety/

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 1:13 pm

Erika says:

From what i am understanding the Vaccine Mandate, which will be overseen by OSHA-

October 5, 2021 at 1:15 pm
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From what i am understanding the Vaccine Mandate, which will be overseen by OSHA-
IS BURIED IN THE CURRENT “INFRASTRUCTURE” BILL THEY ARE ATTEMPTING
TO PASS.

HHS has already said that one’s vaccine status is not protected by HIPAA.

I am not understanding how executive branch departments (which actually should not
even exist) have been given dictatorial powers.

I had also wondered about the provision slipt into one of Ron DeSantis’ bills banning
vaccine passports.

It gives the government agents the authority to FORCIBLY HOLD YOU DOWN AND
INJECT YOU WITH VACCINE AGAINST YOUR WILL.

As far as i can tell, the federal government has been abusing it’s authority snce the civil
war…it is time for it to go.

Reply

Mb in Mi says:

I only found 1 reference to vaccine or vaccination in the bill, when I searched
“vacc”.
Where’s this mandate language “baked in”???

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:25 pm

Racer X says:

You didn’t look back far enough for the EO. Try https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-
room/presidential-actions/2021/01/21/executive-order-protecting-worker-health-and-
safety/

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 1:52 pm

Roundball Shaman says:

“Where is the Biden Executive Order mandating the vaccine? Does it exist?”

Whether the executive order exists is a good first question. But there are more questions
to unpack within this first question…

Does Joe Biden exist? What is he, really? WHERE is he, really?

Where the hell does this notion of… (bow your heads in full reverence please…)
‘EXECUTIVE ORDERS!” even come from? Talk about Un-American. That’s REAL
‘American’, not the fake distorted substitute that now occupies that fallen space.

We are supposed to have representative government with co-equal branches of
government. Never lose sight of that target. Don’t let people treat this as some kind of
naïve joke for ridicule. That is what WE ARE SUPPOSED TO HAVE. Not this sick
contortion and erasure of the original Constitutional Vision that has been trashed into a
heap of twisted ideas and broken promises by whores for hire.

Where the hell does this notion of… (bow your heads in further reverence please…)
MANDATES come from? ‘Mandates’’ is just a tidied up word for ORDERS and
DICTATES and RULINGS FROM ON HIGH. Hasn’t the World already experienced far
too much misery from self-appointed demigods who want to show the World the size of
their private parts and massively-oversized egos? Do we really need to see more of their
attempts to inflate their private parts and egos some more?

The… ‘Vaccine’? We don’t have to go over that psy-op all over again. They can change
the name of a can of cola to ‘vaccine’ if they want but it does not magically turn the
contents into a useful substance that does a body good. There are potions being forced
into people but to call that garbage ‘vaccine’ is a linguistic joke not to mention a
violation of human rights and integrity.

Let them have their fun with words and sick concoctions. Let them convince themselves
that their manhood and womenhood is enhanced with every abuse they commit against
another human being. Let them have their fun thinking they are getting away with this
crap.

But never surrender your human rights and integrity. Not once. Not ever.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:02 pm

Michael Burns says:

“Does Joe Biden exist?”

Are you crazy, are you on drugs, are you mental? Good gawd man, get a grip of
your socks!

“And the question is whether or not we should be in a position where we are –
why can’t the experts say we know that this virus is, in fact – is going to be – or,
excuse me – we know why all the drugs approved are not temporarily approved,
but permanently approved. That’s underway, too. I expect that to occur quickly.”

Of course, I exist! Now, it doesn’t get any clearer son…

“If we wait for danger to become clear, it could be too late.”

And ya know, “My mother believed and my father believed that if I wanted to be
president of the United States, I could be, I could be Vice President!”

Does Joe Biden exist? I’ll tell ya, it’s like guns…

“If you need more than 10 rounds to hunt, and some argue they hunt with many
rounds, you shouldn’t be hunting. If you can’t get the deer in 3 shots, you
shouldn’t be hunting. You are an embarrassment.”

That’s like asking does the virus exist dumbo!

“Look, for example, everybody talks about how, you know, this virus came, this
— the drugs that are designed to kill the virus came along so quickly. They’ve
been working on it for two decades. There’s nothing quick about this. It’s been
over two decades.”

Does Joe Biden exist? Good gawd almighty playing hockey on water with a bent
stick!

And speaking of EO’s and sticks?

“The president has a big stick.”

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 11:11 am

Kirk says:

Thank you!

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 11:58 pm

Kirk says:

Was actually thanking “Roundball Shaman”

Reply

October 7, 2021 at 12:03 am

Mb in Mi says:

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/3684/text

Maybe I have the wrong bill???

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:27 pm

Paul says:

“…we have an odd situation,
to say the least.”
~

Welcome to Planet Earth.

…I’m just sayin’…

Have ya seen CNN lately.

—

“But if there is no
Presidential EO, then…”
~

Well…, first, ya would have to have an intact President. Then…ahh, it’s all bluff by fiat.
Or maybe fiat by bluff. I don’t know.

Fix It Again Tony.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:33 pm

Tim Goeke says:

It’s not an EO – great find. As always great work Mr. Rappoport!

I think it’s in the Build Back Better Act, page 168. Or is it? People are saying this is the
mandate but I don’t see the text in there.

https://tatumreport.com/bidens-vaccine-mandate-cost-700000-fines-non-
compliance/
https://docs.house.gov/meetings/BU/BU00/20210925/114090/BILLS-117pih-
BuildBackBetterAct.pdf

Thoughts?

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:34 pm

Larry C says:

$700,000 in fines for not giving your employees the Covid Jab?!?!? That would
certainly breathe New Life into an already collapsing economy. 🤕😬💀

Pure genius.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 12:26 am

The Watchman says:

Another great point, Jon. I always like when someone uses logic when getting their
views across to others. Karl Denninger is another one who uses logic and facts to back
up his points as well. Linking your article and a good from Karl today at:
https://nothingnewunderthesun2016.com/

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 3:35 pm

miker says:

Maybe Joe B. misplaced it?

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 4:21 pm

Gregory May says:

when I posted this, one of my peeps commented this:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-
actions/2021/09/09/executive-order-on-requiring-coronavirus-disease-2019-
vaccination-for-federal-employees/

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 5:14 pm

miker says:

Gregory May, Thank you for this important posting! It essentially is announcing
(in the last part) that Joe B. is the supreme ruler of all the people’s lives. God
himself. Who can simply make a claim as fact, and thereby “create”a new truth.
This is evil and insanity in it’s purist forms.

I would require these claims of truth put to the scientific testing required to rise
to the level of the term “truth” before I agree they are “truth”.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 7:19 pm

Arturo Arevalo says:

That’s for federal employees.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 6:13 am

Don Robertson says:

Love your writing Jon. Your great work is much appreciated. Keep it up.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 5:20 pm

Greg Weldon says:

Constitutionalty only the Congres is authorized to formulate and pass law within the
frame work of the constituion.

EOs are in an entirely different venue. They have authority of law ONLY in military
venue. It is my contention that this country is in fact under some form of martial law.

Do you honestly believe that the founding generation would have anything to do with
the proposeed constirution if they knew that with the stroke of a pen one man could
abrogate all they had sacrficed and died for? I think not!!!!

Question: Are the courts of common law jurisdiction open? No. Why the fringed flag in
the court room?

That fringed flag is prima facia evidence of a Admiralty Maritime jurisdiction. In that
court constitution be damned.

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 9:35 pm

CK says:

OSHA fines may be greatly increased soon in preparation for the mandate:

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/bidens-vax-mandate-be-enforced-fining-
companies-70000-700000

Reply

October 5, 2021 at 10:16 pm

Ed says:

I usually lurk on this site, which is a great site, but I’ve read the links provided by the
earlier commentators and might be able to clarify some things.

First, great catch on the main claim in Rappaport’s post, in that there is as of October
5th, no executive order directing the government to require anything new in the private
sector.

Presidential executive orders are orders to federal government employees and
contractors, instructing them how to execute policy, within the framework of
Congressionally passed laws. That is it. They are not laws themselves, though recent
Presidents and the media have tried to give the impression they are laws.

Commentators have linked to this executive order:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-
actions/2021/09/09/executive-order-on-requiring-coronavirus-disease-2019-
vaccination-for-federal-employees/

This directly mentions the “vaccines” (which itself a lie). Intestingly, it actually
mandates the EUA vaccines as well as the FDA ones. It pertains directly to federal
employees. However, what it does is to direct federal agencies to come up with a plan to
inject all their employees. The actual timeline to do this would be left up to the agencies,
so if you work for the federal government and want to know your deadline, you would
need the published directive for your relevant agency. Journalists should be looking for
the agency directives, and if you work for a federal agency, it behooves you to ask for the
published directive, instead of going by the oral say-so.

Then you have this executive order:

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/09/14/2021-19924/ensuring-
adequate-covid-safety-protocols-for-federal-contractors

This applies for federal contractors, and states that contracts made in the future should
include “safety measures”. The word “vaccine” is not anywhere in the EO. The EO
specifically does not cover already existing contracts, though it encourages agencies to
work around that, the plain language still excludes existing contracts.

As noted by other commentators, Denninger at Market Ticker has blogged on this one.

The other EO someone posted dates from January and is a vague order applying to
safety measures, not vaccines.

Since the speech in September, there is no EO at all directing OSHA to revise safety
standards to encourage private firms to inject their employees. OSHA has not started
the process as of October 5th of drawing up the new regulations, and there is no order
directing them to do so. As stated by other commentators, no lawsuits can be filed over
OSHA regulations that do not exist.

Any private companies mandating injections are doing this on their own, however much
they try to blame the government. This is a very important point.

Federal employees that don’t want the injections should hold firm until written
directives from their agencies, with deadline, comes out. Then they could attempt legal
action, apply for an exemption, or resign effective whatever the date of the deadline is.
There is no need to give into pressure to to anything at all until the relevant directive is
published. Similar with contractors, but they have until their existing contract runs out,
and their firm may try to negotiate a new contract without the requirement, because
otherwise they couldn’t provide the labor.

Like pretty much everything else in 2020 and 2021, this is pretty much an enormous
bluff.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 1:11 am

Joe says:

https://www.federalregister.gov/presidential-documents/executive-orders

The President of the United States manages the operations of the Executive branch of
Government through Executive orders. After the President signs an Executive order, the
White House sends it to the Office of the Federal Register (OFR).

~~~

Can anyone here read? An EO is limited to the Executive branch. The United States of
America is not the Executive branch. EOs are not supposed to extend beyond the
Executive branch. If Biden wants a specific type of cutlery to be used in the White
House, he can pass an EO. His EOs do not extend to my body or yours. Got it!

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 2:27 am

ReluctantWarrior says:

“In times of emergency, the President can override Congress and issue executive orders
with almost limitless power. Abraham Lincoln used an executive order in order to fight
the Civil War, Woodrow Wilson issued numerous ones related to US involvement in
World War I, and Franklin Roosevelt approved Japanese internment camps during
World War II with an executive order.”
-Legal Information Institute of Cornell Law School-

The real question then is this a real ‘time of emergency.’ It seems contrived to me since
COVID-19 is not a real emergency. The executive order could and is being clearly
challenged in the judicial system. The Congress should weigh in as well. Again…is this
really an emergency?

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 8:25 am

Northern Tracey says:

They cannot lawfully mandate any medical procedures on healthy people esecially not
experimetally (against Nuremberg Code which USA signed). Also as stated above EO’s
and statutes always only apply to governement employees. We the free people come
under common law unless we consent to their maritime/contract laws. They know all
this which is why they are trying to put the onus on companies to enforce the jabs not
realising they themselves could be sued for it. They are faking it and passing the buck.

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 9:24 am

Michael Burns says:

Okay Tracy, another EO comment…Eeeeoh, eeeoh.

Listen you have to be positive. Is Northern your first name?

“We Irish are the only people in the world who are actually nostalgic about the
future.”

I betcha didn’t know that?

“The Chinese have figured out that they have a giant environmental problem.
Folks in Beijing, some days, literally can’t breathe. Over a million Chinese die
prematurely every year because of air pollution.”

Tracy…
“I have hairy legs that turns blonde in the sun […]”

And so…

“When Seagull droppings landed on my head at a campaign event, I chose to
read it as a sign of a coming success.”

Ya have to be positive Northern Tracy…are you from the east? You seem like a
nice kid.

“Poor kids are just as smart as white kids”

Did ya know that Trace?

Trace…“I’ve been suppressing my Irishness for a long time.”

And so…
“We prefer truth over facts.”

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 12:03 pm

Jeffrey A. Tucker says:

Biden’s Vaccination Mandate: Where Are the Regulations? –

https://jeffreytucker.me/bidens-vaccination-mandate-where-are-the-regulations/

“Alex Berenson has taken notice of this too and did some quick research. He found a blog
[NoMoreFakeNews.com by investigative reporter Jon Rappoport] that says there is no order,
confirming exactly what the congressman told me.”

Reply

October 6, 2021 at 3:30 pm

MorningStar says:

Additional note ~

U.S. Code SubSec. 227. Wrongfully influencing a private entity’s employment decision
by a Member of Congress or an officer or employee of the Legislative or Executive
Branch

(a) Whoever, being a covered government person, with the
intent to influence, solely on the basis of partisan
political affiliation, an employment decision or
employment practice of any private entity —
(1) takes or withholds, or offers or threatens to
take or withhold, an official act, or,
(2) influences, or threatens to influence, the
official act of another, shall be fined under
this Title or imprisoned for not more than 15
years, or both, and may be disqualified from
holding any office of honor, trust, or profit
under the United States.
(b) In this section, the term “covered government person”
means —
(1) a Senator or Representative in, or a Delegate
or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress;
(2) an employee of either House of Congress; or
(3) the President, Vice President, an employee of
the United States Postal Service or the Postal
Regulatory Commission, or any other Executive
Branch employee (as such term is defined under
section 2105 of Title 5, United States Code).

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/227

Reply

October 7, 2021 at 12:00 pm

Keith says:

This administration has stated multiple times that they are relying on private industry
to mandate the jab. This is exactly the definition of Fascism.

Reply

October 7, 2021 at 5:23 pm

MorningStar says:

Exactly.

However, with fear and trembling, not many have dared to ask: “by the
authority of who?”.

“The EEOC Did Not Say Federal Law Permits Employers To Require An EUA
COVID-19 Vaccine”:

https://www.icandecide.org/ican_press/the-eeoc-did-not-say-federal-law-
permits-requiring-a-covid-19-vaccine/

Reply

October 8, 2021 at 8:35 pm

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554237#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554462#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554306#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554422#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=556041#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=557107#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=557133#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554470#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554478#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554481#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=555388#respond
https://nothingnewunderthesun2016.com/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554483#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554564#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554646#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554777#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=555710#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554655#respond
http://none/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=554936#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=555047#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=555424#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=555506#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=555848#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=555915#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=556100#respond
https://jeffreytucker.me/bidens-vaccination-mandate-where-are-the-regulations/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=556331#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=557940#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=558285#respond
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/05/wheres-the-biden-executive-order-mandating-the-vaccine/?replytocom=559490#respond

